PROGRAMME OF EVENTS - SATURDAY

11.00am 		

JOHN KEAN: Under Thirty!

What is technical diving? Is it for you? And what it can do for you in the Red Sea.

The description, ‘Technical Diving’ says little and may even appear a little ‘off-putting’ to the uninitiated. Yet, thousands
of recreational divers who have taken a further step in this area of diving education are enjoying aquatic riches beyond
their dreams. John Kean is a long term technical and recreational diving instructor, guide and author in the Red
Sea. His talk will show how technical diving can make your normal diving safer and more enjoyable, not to mention
reaching new areas in the sea and in yourself. Many visitors will be familiar with the Red Sea’s popular recreational dive
sites but come along and take a look at what’s below 30m and find out how you can get there safely. Wrecks, canyons,
reefs, walls and blue holes await.

11.45 am		

JOHN KEAN: The Thistlegorm

Thistlegorm has been a major diving attraction for sixteen years. In that time more discoveries have come to
light allowing today’s divers to know more about this legendary wreck than ever before. Wreck author and
technical diver, John Kean, will be providing LIDS visitors with new and exciting material including previously
unseen pictures of Thistlegorm on the surface during WW2. New survivor accounts and war records have also
come to light along with new underwater photographs of substantial wreckage blown 150m from the wreck.
Find out what really happened around the date of 6th October 1941 and learn how to get the most from
diving the Thistlegorm today. John Kean will be launching his new and fully updated hardback edition of the ‘SS Thistlegorm - The True
Story of the Red Sea’s Greatest Ship Wreck’. www.ssthistlegorm.com

12.30pm		Alex mustard: Photography Opportunities In The Red Sea
BBC Wildlife Photographer of the Year Winner and DIVE Magazine columnist Alex Mustard shares his knowledge and
results of many years of underwater photography in the Red Sea. This promises to be an inspiring presentation of his
work and a great opportunity for aspiring photographers to pick up some valuable tips.

1.15pm		

Ned Middleton: Egypt’s ShipWrecks - part 1
Ned Middleton is an award-winning, best selling underwater photo-journalist and author. Recognised
as an international authority on the subject of shipwrecks, Ned is currently preparing two major
projects which will eventually lead to a new work in which the world’s greatest “diveable” shipwrecks
are finally shown together in one single book. Part one of this presentation covers the following
wrecks: Ulysses / Rosalie Moller / Thistlegorm / Kingston / Kimon M / Chrisoula K /
Carnatic / Giannis D

2.00pm		

Ned Middleton: Egypt’s ShipWrecks - part 2
Part two of this presentation covers the following wrecks:
Agia Varvara / Million Hope / Zingara / Dunraven / Miniya / Salem Express / Numidia / Aïda / Turbo
Zealot / Maidan

3.00pm		

John Bantin: Wrecks and reefs
Diver Magazine’s John Bantin has recently returned from a rollercoaster ride of a dive expedition taking him
from Taba in the very north of the Sinai right down to Zabargad in the deep south of the Red Sea. In this
presentation, he will share with you the highlights of this epic trip.
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